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Sergio Holas 
 
kaos & order 
 
in chile picanas were used 
to wash clean the body of the nation 
while inserting it in the mouth 
 vagina & anus 
or pressing it against the tits 
 
all kind of red bacteria 
 agents of kaos 
were picaneados with these sexy toys 
sending electric signals 
right through 
the waterholes 
 of their 
 b 
   o 
     d 
       y 
 
a post-modern ku klux klan 
inquisition 
commanding from under their 
 pointed 
 white 
sanbenito 
 hoods 
submission to their objective 
sellable compulsory truth 
 
today wednesday the 24th of june 2015 
while i drink a café & listen to poetry 
someone is being made 
red bacterial agent proof 
in a no-place somewhere 
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picanas are called teasers 
a trendy name catchy indeed 
for 
      a 
 psychedelic 
   shot 
right to the heart of the problem 
to wash clean the red body of the planet 
 
& loving it! 
 
 
on highlighting & obscuring 
 
“charles sturt  
-1795 – 1869-  
soldier & explorer  
first to chart  
the river murray” 
so the plaque on the ground 
in front of the university says 
 
does this mean that the Ngarrindjeri 
-the people that belong to this land- 
 didn’t name their country as they 

travelled through it 
or that they did not map it out 

when dancing it to life? 
 
so we highlight what we see only what we see 
while shadows vanish all other moons & suns 
 
no plaque on the ground we step on everyday 
this absence leaves no memory nor curiosity 
 
a thousand designations they gave to its flow 
each community sang its own name 
so the life grounding them grew 
in words & knowledge & tongues 
 
murrundi echuca millewa indi  
they called this energy of life moving 
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through their countries 
so the river maps itself in the tongues 
singing its way to the sea 
 


